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INTER4 proposes a fascination with the Architecture of past occupation, 
the new logics of post-production and the ecologies of post-vacancy. 
We interrogate the thin line between growth and shrinkage, protection 
and destruction, preservation and progress; and claim inhabiting involves 
not only construction but also adaptation, not only enlargement but 
also dismantlement, not only discarding but also reusing, reducing and 
refurbishing.
By experimenting with historical artifacts and contemporary socio-
political ecologies, we pursue a sublime ‘coexistence of radical change 
and radical stasis’. 

INTER4 ambition is the detection of areas of opportunity within a constantly changing 
European environment, and the development of a set of operative tools for a generation 
of architects that must seamlessly respond to it with fantasy, innovation and precision. 
Contemporary Architect -as implacable strategist- requires understanding their role in 
re-shaping current understandings of consumption. Immersed in the highly speculative 
environment of the AA, we react to today’s urgencies and desires through Architecture 
to provoke and propose potential realities that bridge fictionalizations and real facts, 
present and emerging futures.

INTER4 collects, registers and learns from the dynamics of ‘what is’ and ‘what is not’, 
reveals and speculates on the emergency of ‘what is being’, and so explores and builds 
up the extraordinarily of ‘what may be’. 
We work as in a Laboratory, where creativity is a result of experimentation. We take 
risks without fear of mistakes: launch and discard hypotheses as opposed to collecting 
and relating data. Then we test our critical and creative speculations on multiple 
conversations with specialists such as Historians and Storytellers, Ecologists and 
Gardeners, Engineers and Artisans.

INTER4
WHAT IS INTER4?
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INTERMEDIATE 4 tackles the ways in which we consume territory, architecture and resources. Transformation processes such as growth & 
shrinkage, construction & destruction, densification & abandonment have always occurred, but today these processes are savage and develop 
potential pathologies on the ways we inhabit our environments.

SHRINK AGE & POSTPRODUCTION
Physical, political, economic, social and cultural boundaries are constantly changing and so we should understand contemporary contexts as a result of a continuous fluctuation. 
While certain metropolis grow exponentially and some economies shoot up, we are also living in a global context that shrinks, where natural resources are drained, polar icecaps are 
melting, economic growth slows down, cities decline, budgets get tighter, etc. 
INTER 4’s understanding of Shrinkage drifts from a deniable side effect of growth towards an overpowering reality 1, either it is something positive (and we discover a new 
quality of the small, the slow and the skinny) or it becomes a new aspect of growth (right-sizing  and smart-shrinkage). Building up is not the starting point in this context 
that claims re-actions that not wonder “What’s the new I can do?” but “What can I do with?”2  . We claim inhabiting involves not only construction but also adaptation; not only 
enlargement but also dismantlement; not only discarding but also reusing, reducing and refurbishing.

PAST-OCCUPATION & POST-VACANCY
At the same time that the major mega-projects are being developed transforming huge areas of the planet, an enormous part of the world is freeze in time for perpetual 
preservation, inner cities or entire neighbourhoods are emptying, ghost towns are forgotten, productive sites are left behind, farmland is been abandoned, etc. 
INTER 4 is interested in ‘the coexistence of radical change and radical stasis’3 . Both scenarios produce certain spaces and developments that we are not capable of inhabiting 
(‘thinning’4  territories) and that we consider areas of opportunity to rediscover great pieces of (known and anonymous) architecture, to propose emerging ways of inhabitation 
that interrogate the thin line between protection and destruction, preservation and progress; and to redefine the notions of ruin, vacancy, obsolescence and decay.

INTERMEDIATE 4 proposes a fascination with the architecture of past occupation, the new logics of post-production and the ecologies of post-
vacancy. After exploring thinning territories within the implosive city of London (2016-17) and vacant infrastructures along European countryside 
(2017-18), this year INTER4 will address vanishing communal architectures across the Pyrenees (2018-2019).

1  BOUMAN, Ole: “Shrink, Cramp, narrow-mindedness”(pg 12-13) in Archis is Shrinking. Archis #1 2004. Amsterdam, 2004.
2 BOURRIAUD, Nicolas: Postproducción. Adriana Hidalgo. Buenos Aires, 2009.
3  KOOLHAAS/ OMA: Cronocaos. Venice Biennale 2010 www.oma.eu
4  DE GRAAF, Reinier; KOOLHAAS, Rem: Educational program for the Strelka Institute Winter 2010/11

The Ecologies of Post-vacancy
A LONG-TERM AGENDA
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An immense fire turned the Pyrenees into a magnificent stone mausoleum for Pyrene, 
as Greek mythology suggests, and still today it is the scenario of a millenary ritual of 
fire that trespasses this physical and political border, the Summer Solstice Bonfire 
Festival, declared UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2015. This year INTER4 
takes the Pyrenees as our common (play)ground. A magic territory, an enterprising 
nature and a strategic land in southwest Europe. 

This sublime linear range stretches between two seas –Cantabria and Mediterranean, 
presenting a great combination of the Atlantic and Mediterranean weather systems. 
Its crest marks the boundary between two countries –France and Spain, though 
among its picks we find the locked-land of Andorra. This natural barrier between the 
Iberian and Eurasia plates is today a political border between two Europes – crisis 
and leading countries.

Multiple creatures inhabit the Pyrenees and they are crossed by numerous flows of 
people, goods, money and ideas (I). Monte Perdido hosts an outstanding community 
of transhumant shepherds that migrates seasonally to high pastures with their 
animals. Adventurers walk the trays that stretch the entire length of the Spanish (GR-
11) and French (GR-10) Pyrenees, while cyclists come back every summer to face the 
tough mountain stages of the Tour de France. Over 100 species of migratory birds 
crosses these mountains that are home for over 200 endemic species of plants and a 
rich wildlife. Pilgrims visit the sanctuaries hidden in this spiritual landscape following 
the Marian Route and Camino de Santiago; while contemporary waves of tourists 
come to the Pyrenees seasonally to enjoy winter or mountain sports and hot water 
springs. 

At the same time, there are places in the Pyrenees that have been forgotten, 
abandoned or rejected (II).  Global climate change and the lack of snow turned some 
ski resorts into useless infrastructure (Llesui, Vallfosa, La Tuca). Aggressive

POSTVACANCY
The Uncharted Pyrenees
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POST-VACANCY (II)
Latent infrastructures, rotting giants, built residues. INTER4 continues its track of 
abandoned infrastructural architectures that didn’t react to today’s logics and we leave 
behind. 
Communal and infrastructural architectures now rendered obsolete -stopped, 
abandoned or rejected- due to shifts in our environmental, cultural, economic, socio-
political and ideological models. These corpses constitute an uncharted reality of the 
Pyrenees that includes low profile landscapes, wastelands, non-sites6  and fringe areas. 
They were raised in response to past logics that don’t react to today’s urgencies and 
desires, going into a state of unplanned obsolescence7  -standby, vacancy, emptiness, 
collapse and ruin. 

Informed by the contemporary pressures that have left these places behind, 
INTER4 will embark on acts of speculative re-appropriation to explore new modes 
of inhabitation – because inhabiting is also adaptation; not only enlargement 
but recovery; not only constructing but dismantling. Working within the scale of 
architectures and infrastructures – those ‘man-made geographic systems’8  that 
generate their own Ecologies – we will consider how both natural and artificial 
elements can reveal the relationships between an environment and its inhabitants. 
By understanding architecture as an environmental construction (a hyper-place 
constituted by dynamic, unfinished and evolutionary situations), students will explore 
their fantasy. All in all, through this collective specula(c)tion, we collectively define a 
number of urgencies and try to formulate their relevance for the future of Europe.

6  “Monuments rising into a ruin” SMITHSON, Robert: A Tour of the Monuments of Pasaic, Artforum, New Jersey. 1967
7  CAMPBELL, Mark: Paradise Lost, AA PRess, London. 2016.
8  “Man-made geographic systems with their own ecologies” BANHAM, Reyner: Los Angeles The Architecture of Four Ecologies, 
University of California Press, LA. 1971.

constructions that modified the water table and dried hot springs together with the 
decay of wellness and mountain tourism triggered the abandonment of these resorts 
(Panticosa, d’Espot). Rural exodus produced hundreds of ghost towns and villages, 
while resource depletion drove mines and productive sites to ruin (Xerallo, Parzan). 
The Pyrenees has been a political and military landmark and numerous remains stay 
there as the result of history, such as Canfranc station and the P Line with over 6.000 
bunkers.

These realities are symptoms of fluctuating global issues that require considering 
extended time frames while imagining local and adaptable solutions

ETHNOSCAPES (I)
Today’s social groups have multiple identities and values systems – weak ethics and 
strong aesthetics – ephemeral compromises and soft solidarities. Every one of us 
belongs to multiple (and sometime contradictory) communities and social groups 
with whom we share common values and ideas, tastes, political perspectives, religious 
congregations, cultural associations, food societies, urban tribes, sport clubs, academic 
classes, troops, crowds, gangs, circles, clusters, crews… the list goes on and on. Daily 
interactions take place on specific architectural platforms. From formal congregational 
spaces to informal meeting points – from social media to direct contact – these 
diverse and social ‘ethnoscapes’ strengthen our capacity to connect on a daily basis. 
We celebrate these singularities and conflicts to explore ‘strategies of contestation, re-
appropriation and network-making’5 .

While some communities vanish and their common spaces prove abandoned, others 
emerge and demand new spaces to inhabit.  We aim to track these congregational 
architectures in process of disappearance, and propose a new dialogue with emerging 
-social, environmental and political- dynamics. 
 5  JAQUE, Andrés; Office for Political Innovation: Transmaterial Politics. Ministerio Educación, Cultura y Deporte. Madrid 2017.
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We will start with a collective definition of the Unit framework: by uncovering 
THE UNCHARTED PYRENEES. 

The first step is a movement from the laboratory to the real world, the 
‘outside’, where we will visit certain cultural institutions to capture references 
and techniques. By adopting the role of certain artists, we will visualize 
multiple dimensions of our common site The Pyrenees. This is a teamwork, 
where every student will act individually but perfectly coordinated with 
the whole group in the construction of a collective archive in the way of a 
CABINET OF WONDERS.

Secondly, INTER4 team will compile multiple examples of these latent 
constructions - defunct infrastructures, rotting giants, built residues- that 
are colonizing the land and so we will build up a POST-VACANCY PYRENEES 
MAP. We will consume Ruin Porn. Here we will incorporate the work of artists 
that are rewriting the narratives of Postvacancy -low profile landscapes, 
monumentality, obsolescence, ruin, collapse, and failure- to the Unit 
conversation.

POSTVACANCY The Uncharted Pyrenees
BUILDING A UNIT FRAMEWORK
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#1
WEEKS 01/02
Production: Cabinet of Wonders & Postvacancy Pyrenees Map
Roles: As if-ers & Geographers 
Trip: London expedition
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DYNAMICS

1.1/ EXPEDITION UP FOR NEGOTIATION 

The current practice of Architecture could resemble the expedition to the South Pole 
by Roald Amundsen that joined together a dog keeper, a sleigh driver, a harpooner and 
a skiing champion as fellow travellers. Nowadays we share our working table with 
agronomists, chemists, politicians, sociologists, advertising executives, anthropologists, 
etc. with whom we build complete architectural realities.
We pursue multiplicity of lectures of the underlying situations in order to cover an entire 
field. So every student will go DEEP AND NARROW in the research of a specific topic, 
acquiring his/her own role and becoming SPECIALIST. These roles will be shaped by 
the work and ideas of certain artists that are rewriting the narratives of Post-vacancy 
Ecologies: low profile landscapes, monumentality, ruin, obsolescence, collapse, failure, 
etc.
We look for links and connections that spontaneously join distant positions. And our 
unit is understood as A COMMON TABLE UP FOR NEGOTIATION -a fertile territory 
for playwrights- where all the specialists are linked horizontally together in a shared 
framework to COVER A FIELD ENTIRELY.

1.2/ INFORMATION BUILDS-UP PROJECTS 

Information constructs a Project. Everything becomes data or can be used as data: 
documents, numbers, interviews, images, journalistic articles, photographs… We must 
be exhaustive and precise, and we should avoid being guided by appearances. We need 
to understand context in its entirety so we can act precisely and position our projects in 
a determined place, with a determined economy and a determined program7.
We will build collections and explore the format of atlas-inventories-catalogues, as 
group of objects under a personal criteria or categories that have both intellectual and 
aesthetical interest. A collector becomes a maniac sometimes, because this process of 
looking and finding can turns into an obsession! 

TAGS
UNCHARTED PYRENEES – POSTVACANCY – EUROPE – EXPEDITION – LABORATORY 
– NEGOTIATION – RUIN PORN – COLLECTOR – CARTOGRAPHY – CABINET – AS 
IFERS – ATLAS – INVENTORY – POSTVACANCY MAPInverse London Map 2013

London an Ordinary EccentriCITY 2015
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Once every student selects a specific case study from our compilation of 
latent infrastructural architectures, we start to articulate it by exploring 
different representation techniques. 

. We will examine our evidence by using the FORENSIC AESTHETICS AND 
NARRATIVES. Our first evidence will be a line drawing of the corpse and its 
process of decay. This is precise, measured and multilayer reconstruction 
based on the physical remains.

. After focusing on the object of study, we will analyse the low profile 
landscape in which it is immersed through the construction of a 
BIOGEOGRAPHIC IMAGE as a combination of scientific details and sweeping 
views in the way of Humboldt and Frederic E. Church. This is an opportunity 
to perform a visual ‘study of the distribution of species and ecosystems in 
geographic space and through geological time’. 

. Finally we will identify the landmarks in the life of our site in order to 
understand its past and so propose new ‘futures’. This in-depth study 
consists on the HISTORICAL DISSECTION of our specimen and the proposal 
of a timeline.

NEW NATURES 
LEARNING FROM OUR CORPSE#2
WEEKS 02/06
Production: Forensic drawing – Biogeography  – Dissection timeline 
Roles: Forensic surgeon – Biogeographer –Biographer
Trip: Natural History Museum,  Palermo “Manifesta 12
Workshops: AutoCAD, Photoshop, Rhino

Yuting Zhang. 
Oil & Caviar: a Reactive Ruin in the Caspian Sea.
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DYNAMICS

2.1/ DIAGRAMS & CARTOGRAPHIES 

On one hand, Diagrams are precise and concrete drawings; they are synthesis of 
information, not reductions. This instrument is a procedure in itself and we construct 
them. Diagrams are understood here as thinking mechanism because it does not 
only represent but also produce situations. On the other hand, Cartographies are 
“geographical maps of a place”, but we would like to redefine them as “geological 
maps of a place” in the way of “a representation technique that shows measurable 
and descriptive relations of a place dealing with its composition, internal structure and 
generative process”. We use diagrams to describe reality and we apply them in the 
construction of new cartographies that represent the Latent Environment of a place, 
these are cartographies of what is possible, what is real and what is needed

2.2/ EXPERTIZATION: MIGRATION OF TECHNIQUES
‘Nature’ is simply another 18th and 19th century fiction 
(Robert Smithson, 1968)

We are interested in the double condition -manufactured and natural- of these Latent 
Environments with its own cycles of generation and decay. We will focus on the 
ecological interest of these sites, specially those areas of interaction among -human 
and no human- ecosystems (ecotones) where intensity of components is maximum.
We understand ‘nature’ as a product, a projection of humanity. Therefore, since it 
is a design, it can be manipulated and changed, and by establishing new strategic 
relationships with this reality, we will build up new protocols of design. Processes 
defined through diverse time scales and whose management recognises change as 
inevitable. We pursue a migration of concepts and techniques from Environmental 
Sciences, because they give consistent responses within a context simultaneously 
natural and artificial 9. So, we will talk about Architecture in terms of dynamic 
understanding of elements, growth models, entropy, lifespan, methods of ecological 
control, dynamics of occupation and levels of integration.

TAGS

ECOLOGY – ECOTONE – FOOTPRINT –GARDEN(ER) – LIFESPAN – NATURE/FICTION 
- NEW NATURALNESS – HUMANS&NO HUMANS – OASIS – WILDLIFE – FORENSIC – 
BIOGEOGRAPHY – DISSECTION – TIMELINE 

 9  Iñaki ÁBALOS. Naturaleza y Artificio. El ideal Pintoresco en la Arquitectura y el Paisajismo Contemporáneos, GG. Barcelona, 2009.
Zi Min Ting. Ecology of a Cave / Dariya Cheremisina. The Big Mussel: Choreographing an Archipelago of Productive Pit Stops in the Thames Estuary
Bour Chiang Huang. Torpedownia Island: a Soft Back Up for Today’s Digital Cultural Heritage.
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PEOPLE inform Architecture as much as programme, regulations and 
budgets do; and make architecture engage with urgencies and opportunities 
of contemporaneity.

Today’s society is characterised by a wide cultural diversity that presents 
multiple forms of relations and identities. As Anthropologists and Cultural 
Practitioners, we should identify their policies and dynamics (I), their values 
and rituals (II), their material codes and techniques (III), and their signs 
and symbols (IV) to finally develop new spatial models according to their 
emerging culture –from urbanity to domesticity. 

We are interested in ‘the landscape of persons who form the shifting world 
where we live’ 10. The detection of these networks of groups and individuals 
–ETHNOSCAPES– will help us to redefine notions of space, place and 
community and the interrelations among them. We will encourage a re-
appropriation of the notions and tools that belong to the Humanities and 
Social Sciences. 

10  Notion of Ethnoscape proposed by Adjun Appadurai

ETHNOSCAPES 
RESEARCH ON THE EMERGING#3
WEEKS 07/08
Production: Ethnographic Documentary 
Roles: Micropatrologist, Ethnographers
Trip:, Horniman Museum
 

Athena Erato Thrasyvoulou. 
Volterra’s Code: a Therapeutic Memorial of Memories.
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DYNAMICS

3.1/ MICRONATIONS 
“Not all of us are healthy. Not all of us are young. Not all of us are into having children.
 (JAQUE, Andrés. Manifiesto Ikea Disobedients, 2011) 

A Micronation is defined as a determined social group that express a formal and 
persistent –even if unrecognized- claim of sovereignty over some physical territory. 
Micropatrology is the study of these small entities that require a permanent population, 
a defined territory, a form of government and capacity to enter into relationships with 
others.  These new collectives share a same culture form, a sense of belonging and 
stable rituals or traditions.
We will track the emerging communities that are getting birth in today’s society, and we 
will develop new spatial models according to their form of culture. A new territory that 
can be reclaimed by new forms of society. 

3.2/ LIQUID SOCIETY
There is nothing like a dream to create the future 
(Victor Hugo, Les Miserables, 1862)

A new social creature emerges from this global and increasily mobile world. 
With the scale, the accessibility and the immediacy of contemporary global 
displacements, we have developed a more “liquid”11  relationship with places and 
people. We live in constant flux and we inhabit a global flow. 
Our identity is not defined through an own place or an own stuff, but we live on the go 
and we have fewer belongings and more sharing. Our relationship to time, to place and 
to other people is different. 
Environment provides us with what we need, and no matter where we are we can 
create our own “emotional space” without any place restriction12 . As Geographers, 
Ethnographers and Strategists, we will unveil their “transit space” 13.

TAGS

ETHNOSCAPE – MICRONATION – MICROPATROLOGY – COMMUNITY – 
ANTHROPOLOGIST – ETHNOGRAPHIST – POLITICS – COLLECTIVE – EMOTIONAL 
SPACE – LIQUID SOCIETY – TRANSIT SPACE
11  Zygmunt BAUMAN. Liquid Modernity, Polity Press, Cambridge, 2000. Text: “Individual and society in the liquid modernity” by Emma 
Palese.
12   Widianto UTOMO. Urban Nomads. A lifestyle transformation from passive to fully mobile integrated being, 2002.

13  Notion of “Transit” proposed by Widianto Utomo: referred to changes, uncertainties and insecurities, flexibility and mobility, 
transnational and familiar identities are superimposed on.

Liwei Cheng. Botanical Colonia Marina: Weakening a Political Monument.
Zhaniya Alimzhanova. Blue Monster Village: Dismantling and Preserving the Countryside of Germany
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After a multiple, precise and sensitive learning of every vacant infrastructure 
and the emerging ethnoscapes that inhabit the Pyrenee, we start to 
speculate on experimental notions of Preservation14 . Here we interrogate 
the thin line between protection and destruction, preservation and progress. 
By experimenting with historical artifacts and contemporary socio-political  
ecologies, we pursue a sublime ‘coexistence of radical change and radical 
stasis’15.

This stage requires fast movements and constant self-criticism. The 
emerging ethnoscapes will react to the latent infrastructures; there are 
multiple possible answers: rejection, reinsertion, renewal, dismantlement, 
replication, intensification, evolution, etc. We will support this speculation on 
a collection of specialized essays that will be shared and dissected in specific 
seminars. 

INTER4 members should embrace a highly speculative attitude on 
production and thought. 

14  Otero-Pailos, J; Langdalen, E; Arrhenius, T: Experimental Preservation. Lars Müller. Zurich, 2016.
15  Koolhaas, R: Cronocaos. Venice Bienale, 2010.

EXPERIMENTAL PRESERVATION
SPECULAcTION#4
WEEKS 09/12
Production: Exquisite Model – TextUAL Manifesto 
Roles: Preservationist, Strategists
Trip: AA Archive, V&A

Sooyeon Lim. City of Birds.
Aarohi Bakeri “An Expanded Bee Paradise”
Ananya Nevatia “A Territory Of Friction: Intra-Luxurization of DomestiCities“ 
Lai Ka Annie Chan. “Unplugged Detox Sanatorium”

And then, we have a very strong urge to make a new beginning.
(Rem Koolhaas, 1995
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DYNAMICS

PRESERVATIONIST PROTOTYPE
While models are representations of final results, the main advantage of the prototype 
is that it constitutes a testing document. It can (and has to) be forced to suffer 
modifications as a part of the working process. It is alive. 
‘Preservation is a progressive art form suspended between life and death, it is 
understood as an always radical act’ 16.  Speculating with the notion of Preservation, 
we propose new forms of Architecture such as reactive ruins, re-planned obsolescence 
for death infrastructures, composite typologies, time capsules, low-res cenotaphs, 
therapeutic memorials, exquisite replicas, decay spectacles, soft back ups, dismantling 
protocols and weaker monuments.

TEXT-UAL MANIFESTO
Here we are not doing more research, but proposing a direct intervention. It’s a multi-
scale, multi-horizon, multi-content and multi-format document. It includes:

. SITE as a set of parameters. We are not necessarily working in a precise spot but in certain 
environments and conditions. Here you define your Territory and relationship with the context.
. TIME as a narrative. Change and adaptation defines contemporaneity and so our proposals. 
Include timelines, lifespan, growth-shrinkage patterns, etc. Are you designing for today or 
tomorrow? 
. NEW NATURES. We inhabit cycles and flows and so our designs will perform and take part of 
them. Celebrate the low-profile Wildlife!
. ETHNOSCAPES: Inhabitants, humans and no humans. Those amazing and emerging creatures 
that inhabit the new logics of today.
. CONSTRUCT as a system. Space, architecture and technique. Interiors and structures. 
Materiality and atmospheres. Start to define it by a provocative and creative assemblage of real 
and fantastic elements.

Today’s hyper-connectivity and immediate access to vast quantities of information 
triggers new ways of production based on the construction (and proposition) of 
new relationships. Such as POSTPRODUCTION, SAMPLING, ADHOCISM AND RE-
EDITION. We will build up a first draft of our TEXT-UAL MANIFESTO as a composition in 
sequence, a collection of texts are assembled and articulated.

TAGS
ASSEMBLAGE – EXQUISITE CORPSE – FICTIONALIZATION – BUILDING STORIES – 
TEXT UAL MANIFESTO – POST-PRODUCTION – SAMPLING – ADHOCISM - REEDITION 
– MONTAGE – STORYTELLING – CABINET OF WONDERS - PLACE BRANDING - 
INTERACTIVE DOCUMENTARY

16  Wigley, Mark: Introduction to Preservation is Overtaken us. GSAPP Books, New York, 2013
Cuicheng Zhang. Composite Circus: Cages & Stages
Ao Tan. Overexposure & Over-control / Ka Yu Chan. Pop-Up Perfect Meal
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INTER4 will slide between the real and the fictional to define the identities 
of these new territories and inhabitants. By understanding architecture as 
an environmental construction – a HYPER PLACE constituted by dynamic, 
unfinished and evolutionary situations – students will convert their fantasies 
into an explosive network of unique scale-less buildings; systematic, flexible 
and adaptable working frames that together inform the Postvacancy 
Ecologies of our time.

INTER 4 will focus the Technical and Environmental definition of the projects 
on 4 main ideas: RE-ACTIONS [1], SCALESS CONSTRUCTS [2], EXTENDED 
NOTION OF MATERIAL [3] and SKINNY SYSTEMS [4]. 
TS assessments will include disciplinary documents that specifically deal 
with these understandings. We will explore the format of PATENT DRAWINGS 
to illustrate our ambitious technical developments.

INTER 4 students should embrace highly innovative PRODUCTION and 
constant SELF-EVALUATION. 

4  Otero-Pailos, J; Langdalen, E; Arrhenius, T: Experimental Preservation. Lars Müller. Zurich, 2016.
15  Koolhaas, R: Cronocaos. Venice Bienale, 2010.

POST-VACANCY ECOLOGIES
PRODUCTION & SELF-EVALUATION #5
TERM 1 WEEKS 12  
TERM 2 WEEKS 01/07
Production: Patents and Technical drawings  

 

Zi Min Ting
iCave: An Experiential Time-Capsule for Quasi-Europe 
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TERM 1 WEEKS 12  
TERM 2 WEEKS 01/07
Production: Patents and Technical drawings  

 

2/ SCALESS DESIGNS: CONSTRUCTING DIAGRAMS ON FULL SCALE 
“To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete”
(Buckminster Fuller)

In the today’s fluctuating context, we do not propose forms but processes. City evolves 
and so our proposals. TIME is included as a parameter of design.

We don’t understand buildings as ‘genius’ ideas but we propose SYSTEMS, because we 
pursue to design projects as flexible and adaptable working frames where obstacles are 
understood not as problems but as challenges. We design timelines, main parameters 
and protocols of development, instructions, recipes, etc. This systematic feature of 
a project becomes a powerful COMMUNICATIVE TOOL, which allows us to establish 
complex process of negotiation. Understandable and adaptable systems make a 
project accessible to other experts and users; on this way, all the agents involved in the 
architectural event can participate on its definition. That is how we work in our practice.

1/ RE-ACTIONS
“What can I do with?”
 (Nicolas Bourriaud. Postproducción, 2009)

Building up is not the starting point in this context. The key is how territories, objects, 
infrastructures and materials can be reduced, recovered and removed. We should not 
wonder “What’s the new I can do?” but “What can I do with?”17  Such a shift of model 
has to develop not only new materials and constructive methods, but also different 
notions of client, uses and investment. 

INTER 4 is interested on the architectural actions related to this emerging culture and 
the new parameters required by obsolete contexts to develop a new set of operative 
tools for the contemporary Architect. Because inhabiting is not only construction but 
also adaptation; not only building up but also placing; not only enlargement but also 
recovery.
INTER 4 will reclaim RE-actions 18 such as:  reduce, remove, retrieve, refurbish, 
remediate, reuse, and recycle. 

17  BOURRIAUD, Nicolas. Postproducción. Buenos Aires: Adriana Hidalgo, 2009.
18  Ba+t Re-Processes. “Reclaim: domestic actions” #41-42, “Reclaim: remediate, reuse, recycle” #39-40. a+t Arch. Publishers, 2012-2013

Zhehao Hong
Exquisite Pavilion: an Exportable Creature that prints Waterscapes
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Khaled Al-bashir
Productive Urban Monuments
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4/ SKINNY SYSTEMS
“To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete”
(Buckminster Fuller)

Material Systems unveils the relevant ideas that constitutes the project: the 
technological capacity of certain economy, the physical qualities of surrounding 
context, the relationship between user and environment, interchange between inner and 
outer space, etc.

The electronic reality that surrounds us –phones, tablets, laptops, and screens- has 
established a new architecture of thinness and connectivity. 
Skinny always means more skinny than normal. To be skinny requires a change in 
the usual constrains of budget, technology, material and regulation. It depends on 
parameters such as thickness, or fatness, or density. This kind of thinness requires 
sophisticated systems and solutions in order to get an appearance of the minimum.
This strategy is focused on usable elements (such as interior partitions, supply 
pipes and ducts, shafts, etc.) and it pursues the optimization of acoustic, insulating, 
organizational and connective features of the architectural elements. 

3/ EXTENDED NOTION OF MATERIAL
“To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete”
(Buckminster Fuller)

Material itself can be considered as an object of design. Reading a material as a 
cumulus of quantifiable physical properties (density, temperature, weight, etc.) together 
with economy or legal conditions will unveil overlapping, intensification and shrinking as 
design strategies 19 .

An extended understanding of Material considers its vital process from its production 
states to its useful lifespan, its degradation and its future reuse or recycling 20. 
Sustainability is understood here as a long-term working frame which allows us to 
foresee optimum manipulations and uses for each state. 

19  See reference projects by Philippe Rahm (Lyon Spa, 2008) and SANAA (Novartis Offices, 2006)
20  See reference projects by Cedric Price, Herzog & de Meuron (notion of material degradation in Rèmy Zaugg Studio, 1997) and 
Alexander Brodsky (Vodka Pavilion, 2006).
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City of Birds: a Re-Planned Obsolescence along the Canal of Castile
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Pop-Up Perfect Meal
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Specific workshops accompany the sections of this agenda. Some of them take 
place on Saturday. Schedule will be announced.

DRAWING SKILLS & DIGITAL TOOLS AutoCAD – Photoshop – Rhino 
We will encourage students to explore the digital tools and so be capable of 
communicating their ideas and designs. The Unit will organize certain training 
sessions applied to the specific exercises and drawings required in the Unit 
Agenda. 

MODEL MAKING
Material exploration and prototyping is essential for the definition of our scaless 
and skinny systems. During the terms 1, 2 and 3, we will test and push our 
speculations through model making, what we call ‘especulaCtion’. We will use 
AA premises –included Hooke Park- and the Unit will organize special seminars 
to discover new techniques and materials.

PORTFOLIO & FORMAT ‘TABLES’. 
Format & Content of a Portfolio is something essential for our students. This 
workshop will guide you on the definition of the set of Documents that define 
your projects as a whole and the narrative that communicates the main ideas. 
We will explore the notion and potentials of a Portfolio, collective and individually. 

INTER 4 will focus the Technical and Environmental definition of the projects on 
4 main ideas: RE-ACTIONS [1], SCALESS CONSTRUCTS [2], EXTENDED NOTION 
OF MATERIAL [3] AND SKINNY SYSTEMS [4]. 
TS work will help us to develop an in-depth definition of the project. TS 
production will include disciplinary documents that specifically deal with Unit 
understandings. We will explore the format of PATENT DRAWINGS to illustrate 
our ambitious technical developments.

We will follow TS OPTION 2 (Submission at the beginning of TERM 3). 

TUTORIALS will take place twice weekly throughout the year (Monday/Tuesday 
and Fridays). Schedule will be announced.

INTROS & PIN-UPS & JURIES. Every new section of the agenda will be 
introduced with a small lecture. Internal pin-ups with special guests will be 
constantly held along the course while we will celebrate 2 main Juries per 
Term. The goal of these sessions is practising the format and content of your 
presentation, as well as your communication skills and strategy. 

SEMINARS. This is a research-based Unit and this agenda includes a wide 
and specific bibliography. Our projects will be nourished constantly with new 
references and thoughts. We will recommend a chain of readings throughout 
the course that will be discussed in-group sessions with special guests. 
Seminars organized for this course are specified in the Unit Schedule.

AA LIFE. The Unit will promote an intense exchange within the AA Life and 
with Departments. Specialists from Complementary (Media, History&Theory, 
Technical) Studies and other departments (PhD, Masters) will be invited to lead 
and participate in talks and group tutorials with us.

WORKSHOPS

TECHNICAL STUDIES

INTER4
KEY POINTS
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UNIT TRIPS

#1
SITE TRIP
THE PYRENEES
BILBAO TO BARCELONA

Term 1
Open Week

#2
ART BIENNIAL
MANIFESTA 12
PALERMO
Term 1
Open Week #3

WORKSHOP
HOOKE PARK

Term 2
Spring Open Week

#4
ROAD TRIP
BELGIUM /
THE NETHERLANDS

Term 2
Spring break
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INTER4
BIBLIOGRAPHY

THE ECOLOGIES OF POSTVACANCY

Books
+”Archis is Shrinking”. Archis #1 2004. Amsterdam, 2004.
+ BANHAM, Reyner: “Los Angeles The Architecture of Four Ecologies”, University of 
California, LA. 1971.
+ BOUMAN, Ole: “Shrink, Cramp, narrow-mindedness” in “Archis is Shrinking”. Ibid 
+ CAMPBELL, Mark: “Paradise Lost”. AA publications, London. 2016
+ COPPOLA, Alessandro. “From Urban Renewal to the Shrinkage Culture? New planning 
policies in the American Rust-Belt” (online)
+ COURNIER, Brendan: “A World of Fragile Parts”, V&A, Catalog La Biennale di Venezia. 
2016
+ “Ecology”, San Rocco #10 Winter 2014, Italy. 2017
+ GOODBUN, Jon; KLEIN, Michael; RUMPFHUBER, Andreas; TILL, Jeremy: “The Design 
of Scarcity”, Strelka Press, 2014.
+ KEENAN, T; WEIZMAN, E: Mengele’s Skull. The Advent of Forensic Aesthetics”. 
Sternberg Press. 2012.
+ KOOLHAAS, Rem; OMA: Cronocaos, Venice Bienale, 2010.
+ KOOLHAAS, Rem: “Preservation is Overtaken us”. GSAPP Books, New York, 201
+ LACATON, Anne; VASSAL, Jean-Philippe; DRUOT, Fréderic: “PLUS - Les grands 
ensembles de logements - Territoires d’exception”. GG. BCN, 2004.
+ LATOUR, Bruno: “Politics of Nature: how to bring the sciences into democracy”, 
Harvard University, 2004
+ OMA; Pestellini, Ipolito: “Manifesta 12. Palermo Atlas”. Humboldt Books. 2018.
+ Otero-Pailos, J; Langdalen, E; Arrhenius, T: “Experimental Preservation”. Lars Müller. 
Zurich, 2016.
+ OSWALT, Philipp: RIENIETS, Tim: “Atlas der schrumpfenden Städte/Atlas of Shrinking 
Cities”. 2006. Online: www.shrinkingcities.org
+ SMITHSON, Robert: “A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic”, Artforum, New Jersey. 
1967
+ SORIANO, Federico. “Shrink-Encoger”. Fisuras de la Cultura Contemporánea #18-19. 
Madrid, 2016 ProLab: www.encoger.org

Websites
* www.vam.ac.uk ReACH (Reproduction of Art and Cultural Heritage) Dialogue
* www.shrinkingcities.org
* www.robertsmithson.com  Online essays
* www.cca.qc.ca  What about the Provinces?

Movies
> “The Incredible Shrinking Man”. Jack Arnold, 1957.
> “Koyaanisqatsi: Life out of balance”. G Reggio, 1982.
>  “Unfinished Italy”. Benoit Felici. 2011.
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NEW NATURES

+ BONNETT, Alastair: “Off the Map”. Aurum Press, 2014.
+ KEENAN, Thomas; WEIZMAN, Eyal: “Mengele’s Skull. 
The Advent of a Forensic Aesthetics”, Stenberg Press/ 
Portikus, Berlin. 2012
+ KOOLHAAS, Rem: “Elements od Architecture”. La 
Biennale di Venezia, 2014.
+ MIDDLETOWN, Nicole: “Atlas of Countries that don’t 
exist”, Macmillan, London. 2015
+ MIRALLES, Enric: “How to lay out a Croissant”, El 
Croquis 30+49/50+72, El Croquis Ed. Madrid. 1999
+ WULF, Andres: “The Invention of Nature. The 
Adventures of Alexander Von Humbold”, John Murray 
Books, London. 2017
*  Oxford University’s School of Geography and the 
Environment
* Natural History Museum, London. Online gallery 
“Images of Nature Gallery”
* www.footprintnetwork.org

ETHNOSCAPES

+ a+t Re-Processes. “Reclaim: domestic actions” #41-
42, “Reclaim: remediate, reuse, recycle” #39-40. a+t 
Arch. Publishers, 2012-2013.
+ BAUMAN, Zygmunt. “Liquid Modernity”. Polity, 2000.
+ BRILLEMBOURG, Alfredo; KLUMPNER, Hubert, 
Urban-Think Tank Chair of Architecture and Urban 
Design, ETH Zurich. “Torre David: Informal Vertical 
Communities”. Lars Müller Publishers, 2012.
+ COLOMINA, Beatriz; WIGLEY, Mark: “Are we Humans? 
Notes on an archaeology of Design”. Lars Müller 
Publishers, Zurich. 2016
+ KOOLHAAS; Harvard Design School; KWINTER; 
FABRICIUS; OBRIST; TAZI: “Mutations”, Actar, 
Barcelona. 2001

+ EASTERLING, Keller. “Extrastatecraft: the power of 
infrastructure space”. Verso. 2014
+ EASTERLING, Keller: “Subtraction”, Critical Spatial 
Practice 4, Sternberg Press, Berlin. 2014
+ LEVI-STRAUSS, C, 1993, “Father Christmas 
Executed”, in Miller, D. (ed), Unwrapping Christmas, 
pp.38-51, Clarendon Press, Oxford
+ MAKIMOTO Tsugio, MANNERS David. “Digital 
Nomad”. Wiley, 1997.
+ RYAN, John; DUNFORD, George; SELLARS, Simon. 
“Micronations: The Lonely Planet Guide to Home-Made 
Nations”. Lonely  Planet Publications, 2006.

EXQUISITE MANIFESTOS

+ BOURRIAUD, Nicolás: “Postproducción”. Buenos 
Aires: Adriana Hidalgo, 2009.
+ JAQUE, Andres: “Manifiesto Ikea Disobedient”, 
2011(online)
+ Jencks, C.; Silver, N.: “Adhocism: The Case of 
Improvisation”, The MIT Press, London. 1972
+ KLANTEN, R.; FEIREISS, L.: “Beyond Architecture: 
Imaginative Buildings and Fictional Cities”, Gestalten 
Verlag. 2009.
+ KOOLHAAS, Rem: “Content”, Taschen. 2004
* ICON Magazine. Manifesto: https://www.iconeye.
com/404/itemlist/category/534-manifestos
> Zelic, Woody Allen.

SCALESS BUILDINGS- SKINNY SYSTEMS-
EXPANDED MATERIALS

+ BANHAM, Reyner: “Megastructures: Urban Futures of 
the Recent Past”, Thames & Hudson Ltd. 1981.
+ ECCO, Umberto: “The Book of Legendary Lands”, 
Rizzoli Universe Int. Pub. 2013.

+ HARDINGHAM, Samantha: “Cedric Price Works 1952-
2003”, AA Press & CCA, London. 2016.
+ ISHIGAMI, Junya. “Another Scale of Architecture”, 
Seigensha Art Publising, Kyoto. 2010
+ KAPLICKY, Jan: “Drawings”, Circa Press limited, 
London. 2015.
+ WEIBEL, Peter: “Hans Hollein”, Hatje Cantz, 2012
+ WIGLEY, Mark: “How thin is thin?”, In El Croquis 
#179/180 “SANAA Continuity Systems”. 2015
+ KAIJIMA, Nomoyo; KURODA, Junzo; TSUKAMOTO, 
Yoshiharu. “Made in Tokio”. Kajima Publishing, 2001.
* DUJARDIN, Filip: online gallery. http://www.
filipdujardin.be/

PORTFOLIO

+  CALLE, Sophie and AUSTER, Paul. “Double Game”. 
Violette, 1999.
+ DIDI-HUBERMAN, Georges: Atlas, ¿cómo llevar el 
mundo a cuestas? MNCARS, 2010.
+ EAMES OFFICE. Multiscreen & Multimedia: “Glimpses 
of the U.S.”, 1959; “THINK”, 1964.
+ FONTCUBERTA, Joan. “The Kiss of Judas. 
Photography and truth”. GG, Barcelona, 1997.
+ KINGMANN, Anna. “Brandscapes: Architecture in the 
experience of economy”. MIT Press, 2007.
+ MCLUHAN, Marshall; FIORE, Quentin; “The Medium is 
the Massage: an inventory of effects”. Bantam books, 
1967.
+ WARE, Chris: “Building Stories”, Pantheon Books, 
2012
> GREY LONDON. Spot “The Sundays Time Icons” 
2014.
> RYBCZYNSKI, Zbigniew. “Tango”. Poland 1980. 
> SOKÚROV Aleksandr. “Russian Ark”. 2002.
* VAN HUIJSTEE, Pieter: “Jheronimus Bosch, The 
Garden of Earthly Delights” Interactive Documentary.
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SOF-T
STUDIO OZAETA FIDALGO 
UNIT MASTERS

Arantza Ozaeta and Alvaro M Fidalgo head the architecture office TallerDE2 since 
2008 [ www.tallerde2.com ], now renamed SOFT (Studio Ozaeta Fidalgo) which makes 
an on-going commitment to research and knowledge, both in training and innovative 
practice. They do research on contemporary cultures pursuing the materialization of 
unusual discoveries. Their work has international scope, been recognized, published 
and awarded on several occasions. 

Arantza Ozaeta and Alvaro Martín’s work is mainly developed between Spain, Germany, 
Italy and UK, where they combine professional activities with academic and research 
ones. They studied architecture at the TU Delft of The Netherlands and at the Madrid 
Polytechnic ETSAM. They have been teaching at the Architectural Association London 
since 2013, Politecnico di Milano (Italy), Hochschule Coburg University of Applied 
Sciences (Germany), FCU (Taiwan), Ural State Technical University of Ekaterimburg 
(Russia), and IE School of Architecture and Design and Architectural Polytechnic 
University in Madrid  (Spain) where currently teach as Associate Professors.

Arantza Ozaeta and Alvaro Martín completed work covers from Urban Regeneration 
Masterplans (Europan 9, Germany) to Public Facilities (Haus der Tagesmütter, 
Selb); from Ephemeral Urban Installations (Green Cave, Bilbao) to Domestic Spaces 
(The Meeting House, Zamora), from Industrial Architecture (ITV-Motto, La Rioja) to 
Refurbishment with Furniture Infill (The POP-UP House, Madrid). Among their awards, 
they have received the German ‘Bauwelt Prize 2013-First Works’; Finalists at the ‘XII 
Spanish Architecture and Urbanism Biennale 2013’; the prize ‘Architects Professional 
Association of Madrid-Luis M. Mansilla’ as the Best foreign project made by a 
Spanish office abroad. In 2015 their work has been selected for ‘Architectus Omnibus-
Goethe Institute & Casa Cervantes’ to be exhibited in Berlin, and for ‘Export-Spanish 
Architecture Abroad’ in Madrid.  The Spanish magazine ‘Arquitectura Viva’ has selected 
them as “one of the eight most representative young Spanish studios”, and director 
Arantza Ozaeta was shortlisted “Emerging woman of the year 2014” from the British 
magazine AJ. 
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